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REVELATION Vasant 

What modern science calls Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) can tell the scientist a 
few things about life stuff if it is looked at by ancient methods. Here again Yajnya 
is a catalyst for harmonious functioning of life . 

Embers from other solar systems pummit this planet. The whole is going up; so 
misused life is. 

ELEMENTS OF NATURE ARE CHANGING NOW. IN A FEW MONTHS SCI-
ENTISTS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE THE CHEMICAL VALENCE 
OF MANY SUBSTANCES. SO MUCH CHANGE HAS TAKEN PLACE. SOON 
THEY WILL ASK US OPENLY TO TELL THEM HOW TO SAVE THE PLANET 
FROM DESTRUCTION. THEY WILL KNOW BY GRACE IT IS WE WHO 
HAVE THE ANSWER. ONLY WAY OUT IS YAJNYA. 

There is a star Aquarius. It is important. Take note. 

Planet Jupiter and its orbit. There is something there. 

Mutations in children become more frequent now. Beware. 

Some cities in a few years become ruins. People will wander around aimlessly looking 
for survivors that may live. 

Minnesota becomes a disaster area. 

Now we are going to begin talking things about Soviet Union and China. LOT 
OF DESTRUCTION COMING TO SOVIET UNION . EARTHQUAKES IN 
MOSCOW. FAMINE AND DISEASE NEAR BLACK SEA. SOMETHING TER-
TIBLE HAPPENS NEAR AFGHAN BORDER IN JUNE. 

Avalanches will begin in Himalayas. 

More trouble comes up involving nuclear energy. 
*** 
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SELF STUDY Vasant 

Fragrance everywhere and nourishment to the atmosphere . However , stinking is 
not the only aspect of polluted atmosphere. It may be one . Many pathogenic bac-
teria flourish but they do not stink. 

Fragrance is not merely applying cosmetics. The fragrance in the Mantra "Tryam-
bakam Yajamahe" is not merely the fragrance of a rose garden. It is purification 
of the atmosphere. 

Atmosphere is nourished from all aspects. 

Liberate me from my bondage. 

My mind is chained to various things. My eyes are attracted to various scenes. They 
carry me. Thus my eyes are chained. My ears are attracted to various things. Thus 
I am pulled. My nose is attracted and I am pulled. I am chained everywhere. What 
is bondage? What is liberation? It is easy to examine this way. 

I desire a thing. I do not get it . I am miserable. Who has made me miserable? No 
one else has made me miserable . 

My eyes are attracted to something. That thing is beyond my reach. My eyes are 
in bondage. Therefore I am miserable. Is it possible to keep my eyes under con-
trol? Can I stop their pull? Will my eyes listen to me? If I practice meditation ( at-
tuning to my inner self) then no one can pull my eyes away. 

I can remedy this defect this feebleness which I experience with my ears, eyes, 
nose, tongue etc. 

A little thought tells me that mind is the medium through which these pulls are 
exercised. I can resolve not to become a slave to anything. How to do it is Kriya 
Yoga. Just as a mature and ripened fruit drops down by itself similarly I cut myself 
away from bondage. 

The process of atmospheric purification through Yajnya fire fills the biosphere 
with fragrance and nutrition and this has a great impact on human mind. The 
mind becomes unburdened. The clutches of lust , anger , greed , temptation, pride 
and envy wither away without any effort. Let us offer our services in resetting the 
energy cycle of the planet through the science of Yajnya. 

*** 
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REPORT FROM GHANA Charles Davis 
It was indeed a joyous moment when I left New York's Kennedy Airport on May 
27, 1979 for Accra, capital of Ghana , Africa. It is indeed a great blessing to have 
been chosen to do God's work in this country several thousands of miles away from 
my homeland. 

On the plane I met Mr. Yaw Opoku Afriyie, a student from Detroit, Michigan 
returning to his homeland Ghana for vacation. I spoke to him briefly about Homa 
Therapy and its benefits experienced in several countries. 

Arriving in Accra on May 28 I was expecting to be met by Dr. Pagoe but no one 
was there to meet me. Immediately I felt I should leave the airport with a mind of 
total surrender to Shree and I left in a taxi. The taxi driver spoke good English . 
At the five hotels that we tried there was no vacancy. The driver Mr. Frank decided 
to stay with me until I found a suitable place to stay and was able to contact the 
people I had come to see. He was very helpful. Two hours later I checked into Ring-
way Hotel. Frank bid goodnight with a promise to return early next day. 

Before retiring I made some phone calls to some contacts given to me by Ross Ford 
and made an appointment for 9:30 a.m. the next day. I wanted to go to the Uni-
versity of Ghana first but I was led to GBC- TV with expectation of meeting Mr. 
G. K. Akpabla, foremost botanist of Ghana and father of our friend Scipio. Frank 
and I waited at the gate for Mr. Akpabla but to our surprise instead of the learned 
doctor G. K. A . we met the younger son Kofi Sosu Akpabla. 

As we exchanged greetings I experienced much love emanating from Kofi . I dis-
cussed the purpose of my visit to Accra and how he could help me in spreading 
the Fivefold Path beginning with Yajnya. Kofi suggested that I come and live with 
his family in their home. Shree's Grace that this happened. 
Kofi showed me around the Ghana Broadcasting Center and introduced me to 
the artists , actors , producers and friends . Brief explanations of the various aspects 
of Agnihotra were given to many people in the offices of GBC. Several names were 
given to me to be placed on Satsang mailing list. I also received an invitation from 
the producer of a television talk show. 
Kofi and myself then ventured into a restaurant and zoo combination. We did a 
Homa and this was Kofi's introduction to Homa Therapy. After his experience 
Kofi commented that each time the Mantras were sung it was as if a cool towel 
had been placed on his head and the cooling trail spread over the entire body. He 
wanted to learn more about the Fivefold Path and help any way that he could. 
Shree's Grace. 
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We then began to go over the list that had been given to m e by Ross Ford of the 
Baltimore Family Life Center. It has indeed been a blessing to follow in the foot-
steps of Ross. The importance of Truth rang out as we both spoke of the same 
things which impressed the people. 

The first person we were to meet was Ghanaba, the leader of a village. To reach 
Ghanaba's house we had to walk about 16 miles which I later discovered would be 
a daily average. 

When we reached his house we were asked to write our names on a pad and a young 
girl delivered the paper to him and we waited for permission to enter the house. 
After entering the house Kofi and I sat on the floor and told him the purpose of 
our visit was to spread Agnihotra. He said he has been receiving Satsang regularly 
from U.S. and has maintained a file. Ghanaba also mentioned his interest in taking 
those beautiful words from Satsang and putting them into songs. 

Speaking about Homa Therapy he stated that he had not tried it but would like to 
do so when he was free. He also stated that he knew fire had an important part to 
play in the unfoldment of many things but what that part would be was still a mys-
tery to him. 

We began our walk hack to Accra. Kofi told of how he had done the shoulderstand 
asana and the mudras not knowing why or what they were. Grace. He often spoke 
of how the Agnihotra Mantras made him feel as if joy covered his entire body. 

Akpabla Family extended much hospitality in helping me to spread the message 
of the Fivefold Path. 

Kofi and myself then visited the University of Ghana Medical Center. We went to 
the residence of Dr. M. whom Ross had met in his visit to Ghana. To our pleasant 
surprise a reply came from a delightful young lady and the first thing she asked 
was Agnihotra copper pots. She told of how they have been eagerly waiting for 
copper pots from U.S. as they were not available in Ghana. We met Dr. M's son 
who told us that about 40 people were eager to get copper pots so that they could 
practice Agnihotra. 

Next we visited the residence of Dr. Emmanuel Cardic Tagoe. He had remembered 
Freddie about whom we had read in Satsang. 

Meeting Mr. Tagoe proved to be a true highlight of my trip to Ghana. Dr. Tagoe 
mentioned how Ross had visited their class on the first of the month a few months 
back and I was also performing Agnihotra on the first of June. HE TOLD HOW 
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THEY HAD INCORPORATED AGNIHOTRA INTO THEIR DAILY PRACTICE. 
He spoke of the shortage of ghee and how they had to ration it for Agnihotra . 

We tried to decide how to solve this problem of ghee. One suggestion was we should 
form "Heal The Atmosphere Association" in Accra. 

Continuing our discussion we learned that Dr. Tagoe was knowledgable in many 
areas. Ten years of research he had done in colors, numbers, and vibrations to 
name a few. He told us of the treatment of taking the necessary vibrations from 
the atmosphere to treat the patient. This was fantastic conversation. 

He told of his intention to try to build an Agnihotra Temple with room for people 
to come, live and experience the disciplines of the Fivefold Path. This all would 
be on the same premises as the Natural Healing Radionic Capital. He strongly 
felt that Agnihotra was to be used in conjunction with his present work. 

He said he wanted to experiment to try and withdraw the healing vibrations from 
Agnihotra ash and place them in water and in regular pills. We experienced strong 
vibes from him when he spoke about the importance of Agnihotra. 

It was such a blessing to see other people in another country interested in Agnihotra. 
Thank you Shree. 

Then we went to the Scientific Truth Center in Accra which is established as an 
affiliate of Baltimore Family Life Center. We found the Center spacious enough 
for a beautiful center to be developed to practice the Fivefold Path disciplines as 
given by Vasant. 
The next place we visited was Winneba, a town about 40 miles away. Just outside 
of the town we went to the school that Kofi attended to learn his trade as an artist. 
Maitre D. was very hospitable and prepared traditional vegetarian dish for us. 
We also stopped at the home of Mr. P. M. Amonoo, artist. I started speaking about 
Agnihotra and Mr. Amonoo became much interested. He wanted all the literature 
that I had. He also wanted to know whether Kofi had learned enough so that he 
could teach him when I left. He was interested in learning because he wanted to 
take Agnihotra to the town of Winneba. Before leaving we performed a Homa for 
Mr. Amonoo. 
The town of Winneba was a storybook setting. It was a village on the coast with 
white sand beaches. There were fishing canoes and children played along the 
beaches . However, strangely there were many funerals going on in such a small 
town. I could sense the eagerness of Mr. Amonoo to bring Agnihotra to this town. 
From Winneba we returned to Accra. 
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Dr. Tagoe and his students told us how bad they felt because they had missed meet-
ing Vasant while he was in Accra. They asked me to inform Vasant that they were 
eager to learn more about Agnihotra to enable them to carry the Fivefold Path 
across the continent of Africa. 

Thanks Master Shree for giving this instrument of Charles the opportunity to share 
time with Dr. Tagoe and his students. We also thank Shree for the beautiful ac-
comodation we had in the Akpabla Family and their promise to spread Agnihotra. 
I thank Michael, Sheila, Samuel and Kofi. 

Agnihotra has taken a firm root in Africa. 
*** 

AGNIHOTRA PRESS IN WONDERLAND John Brown 

(Agnihotra Press farm is the only known place on the planet where round the 
clock, seven days of the week, all days of the month continuous Yajnya is now going 
on since September 9, 19'f8. This Yajnya is done with "Tryambakam" Mantra 
and ghee i's offered to the medicinal fire every few seconds at the completion of 
the Mantra . This makes the atmosphere pulsate with healing energy and also in-
jects nutrition and fragrance in the atmosphere. This has a miraculous effect on 
the potency of the medicz'nal herbs grown in the area and also on the qualz'ty, quan-
ity, texture, taste and color of the crops or fruits grown in the area. -Editor) 
THE PEOPLE AT THE PRESS NOW SAY THAT IT IS DIFFICULT FOR 
THINGS NOT TO GROW THERE. WE HAVE BEEN PERFORMING CON-
TINUOUS 24 HOUR SPECIAL HOMA THROUGH RAIN AND SNOW. 

THIS SPRING WE OBSERVED SEVERAL THINGS THAT ONE MIGHT 
CALL PHOENOMENAL. A CUTTING WAST AKEN FROM A LILAC WHICH 
IS A FLOWERING SHRUB. A BRANCH WAS CUT. IT WAS PLANTED AND 
THE NEXT DAY BUDS CAME. WITHIN THE NEXT TWO DAYS THERE 
WERE FLOWERS. 

WE PLANTED STRAWBERRIES BY SEED LAST YEAR. IT WAS SUPPOSED 
TO TAKE TWO TO THREE YEARS TO BEAR FRUIT. WE ALREADY HAVE 
STRAWBERRIES WITHIN LESS THAN A YEAR. 

SOMEONE TOOK A FLOWER OF TULIP AND THREW IT AWAY AMONG 
THEROCKSANDFLOWERSGREW. 

LAST YEAR WE BROUGHT SOME SPECIAL LETTUCE FROM HAWAII . 
WE PLANTED IT IN A ROW . THIS YEAR THEY FORGOT TO CULTIVATE 
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THE AREA AND THREW WOOD SHAVINGS THERE WHILE THERE WAS 
SNOW ON THE AREA. IN SPITE OF THIS THE EXACT SAME ROW OF 
LETTUCE IN EXACTLY THE SAME PLACE CAME AGAIN. 

LAST YEAR WE HAD SMALL HOT BOXES TO GROW PERIODICAL SEED-
LINGS. WHEN THE VEGETABLE IS DIFFICULT TO GROW FROM SEED 
IN THE GARDEN WE SOW THEM IN HOT BOXES. THIS YEAR THERE IS 
NO HOT BOXES AND YET IN EXACTLY THE SAME PLACE THE VEGE-
TABLES GREW; CARROTS, CAULIFLOWER, BRUSSELS SPROUTS AND 
BROCCOLI. WE DID NOT KNOW THAT WE HAD BROCCOLI GROWING. 

A HORSE CAME AND ATE THE LETTUCE. NEXT DAY WE HAD TWICE 
AS MUCH LETTUCE. 

WE HAVE A MEDICINAL HERB GARDEN AND EVEN HERBS THAT WERE 
DIFFICULT TO GROW LOOKED AMPLE GREEN IN A DAY. THEY GREW 
IMMEDIATELY AND LOOKED GREEN. 

PEOPLE THAT COME TO SIT IN THE YAJNYA HUT SAY THAT THEY 
WANT TO JUST SIT THERE AND FEEL THE PEACE AND SEE THE BEAU-
TIFUL FLOWERS, VEGETABLES AND HERBS. SOME HAVE OFFERED TO 
HELP AND WORK IN THE GARDENS. 

WE HAVE ONE RULE AT AGNIHOTRA PRESS. NOTHING IS TOLD TO 
ANYONE. EVEN IF THEY ASK NOTHING IS TOLD. THEY HAVE TO ASK 
TWO OR THREE TIMES. THEN THEY KNOW A MINIMUM. PEOPLE ARE 
ASKED TO EXPERIENCE FIRST AND NOT SIMPLY BELIEVE. 

THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING LIES IN THE EATING. YAJNYA IS THE 
WAY. YAJNYA IS THE KEY. 

*** 
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ALL IS BEAUTIFUL Susan Brown, New York 

Subtle energy resultant on Agnihotra shoots up to solar range and beyond thus 
uniting Mother earth and Father sky. This reminded me of a Navajo Indian chant: 

ALL IS BEAUTIFUL 

All is beautiful 
All is beautiful 
All is beautiful indeed 
Now the Mother earth 
And the Father sky 
Meeting, joining one another 
Helpmates every they 
All is beautiful 
All is beautiful 
All is beautiful indeed 

Editor: 
Publisher: 

Vasant V . Paranjpe 
Fivefold Path, Inc. 

Navajo Chant 
*** 
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